VR100 features include:

- Contoured ergonomic seat glides along precision bearing rollers.
- Compact design. Folds for storage into a 16” X 24” space.
- 44 inches of travel from pedals will accommodate any size user.
- Adjustable (height and angle) Console has a built-in Polar (or compatible) Heart Rate Monitor receiver. Chest Strap optional.
- Lightweight, rubber coated aluminum handle.

In Home Warranty
Built to the highest quality specifications, the VR100 frame and all weld points are guaranteed for as long as you own the machine. All other parts are warranted for a period of one year from purchase date. 90 days labor.

Console displays: Time Distance, Strokes, Calories and Heart Rate (with optional chest strap).

Level 1 - Air resistance
Level 2 through 6 - Air and magnetic resistance

Sealed urethane seat for increased durability.

Pivoting foot pedals ensure correct exercising position.

Dimensions: Length 68” Width 17” Height 22”, Stride Length 44”, Maximum User Weight: 250 lbs.

Notice: Bodycraft reserves the right to make improvements at any time. The product you receive may not exactly resemble the product portrayed in this brochure. If this occurs, you can rest assured we have made any changes with your best interest in mind.